
Four Corners 
Your wife has been missing for days. Federal agencies have released her description nationwide. After a week, a phone call comes in from a sergeant 

in the Navajo Nation Police Department. He says that a body has been found in the desert matching the description of your wife. “Please come to 

the Northern Navajo Medical Center in Shiprock, on the Navajo Nation, to identify the body.” 

 

The Situation: The investigators do not know each other at the beginning of the 

scenario. Essentially, the four investigators married the same woman, who possessed the same 

mind but lived four different lives in different parts of the country, in four different bodies. This 

woman, named Elizabeth, made a pact with a Demon of Pleasures for a happy life, indeed 

for a life “as happy as four lives together.” The demon agreed, splitting her into four women 

who shared a consciousness, who went on to live four separate lives with four different 

spouses. With the contract due to end, all four women met at the Four Corners region of the 

United States, where Arizona, Utah, Colorado, and New Mexico meet, to summon the demon 

and extend the contract. The demon refused, the contract ended, and it “killed” her, bringing 

all four women back into alignment. The Navajo Nation Police found a single body the next 

day in the desert, matching the description of four missing persons reports. 

 

The Setting: The investigators arrive at the Medical Center in Shiprock at night. Conditions are noticeably different than their 

local hospitals. It’s a single-story building in need of repairs. Bare lightbulbs hang from the ceiling. The paint is chipped and pealing. The 

waiting room is crowded with sick people, and the staff is nearly overwhelmed. Give the players a glimpse of life on the reservation. 

Much of the population does not have electricity or running water in their homes. 

 

The Interview: A Navajo Nation police officer interviews each spouse privately, but asks the same questions, so let this happen 

at the game table. Do not let the players talk with each other at first, only the interviewing officer. The investigators glean the following: 

• She was found alone in the desert. The medical officer says the cause of death was a sudden heart attack. 

• She was found with strange, ritualistic objects nearby: a copper bowl, wavy knife, and an old book. 

The questioning should reveal that she lived four separate, healthy, happy lives, with no long absences or any predilection for occult 

studies. The investigators’ realization of this calls for a Sanity check (1d3/1d6). 

 

The Morgue is in the basement, down a flight of stairs. There is no other entrance, and the elevator hasn’t 

worked in months. The investigators are asked to identify the body. They are warned; coyotes found the body 

first. Elizabeth lies under a sheet on the table. Half her face has been eaten, her lower left leg and right arm are 

missing (SAN 1d4/1d8). A Spot Hidden undeniably identifies the woman as their spouse. A Hard Spot Hidden 

reveals her ruby ring, which the investigators recall she never took off. Never. The ring contains Elizabeth’s true 

soul, and if ever destroyed will truly end her life.  

 

The objects from the crime scene wait nearby. The book, a medieval occult tome written in Latin, has personal 

notes in some of the margins, (Library Use) which say things like “he must be stopped,” and “contract must be 

renewed before midnight.” “He comes at midnight. Every midnight, until he gets what he wants.” 

 

As the clock nears 12, the demon enters the waiting room. The investigators hear the screams (Listen) and 

maybe someone calls for the police officer or the medical doctor with them (Luck). The demon wades through 

any patients who resist (most flee) and comes down the stairway. The investigators hear it coming. Its aim is to 

claim Elizabeth’s ring, and will rip her hand from her body if need be. At midnight, Elizabeth’s corpse rises (SAN 

1d6/1d10) to defend herself, or escape. She pleads with each of her spouses in turn to protect her (SAN 

1d4/1d8).  

 

Seeing the demon calls for Sanity rolls (2/1d6+1). The being seems human at first, a freshly flayed corpse that 

leaves footprints of blood behind it, until Spot Hidden rolls notice that its rib cage seems to open and close, the 

ends of the rib bones sharp like teeth. While the demon cannot die in our reality, it can be expelled. Bullets will 

slow its advance, and if it reaches 0 HP it collapses, just another (flayed) corpse. The expulsion spell is in the Latin 

tome, and Elizabeth can point it out to her spouses, but her face is too mauled to be able to read it aloud. That 

falls to the investigators, who must succeed on three consecutive opposed POW rolls against the demon, each 

attempt costing 2 MP. Success, then, is achievable, but if Elizabeth is drawn back to the demon’s dimension, if 

the investigators fail, they spend the rest of their lives with the memory, and dreaming of her screams… 

Demon of Pleasures Granted: STR 120  POW 90    HP 23    Fighting (Tear) 65%, dmg 1d8 

Elizabeth’s Names 

When Elizabeth’s soul was split 

four ways, she gave that name 

up and adopted new names 

derived from her more 

traditional one: 

• Liza 

• Bethany 

• Elise 

• Lisette  
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